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Abstract15

How a history of influenza virus infections contributes to protection is not fully understood, but such protection might explain16

the contrasting age distributions of cases of the two lineages of influenza B. Fitting a statistical model to those distributions17

using data from New Zealand, we found they could be explained by historical changes in lineage frequencies combined with18

cross-protection between strains of the same lineage. In addition to protection regardless of the order of infection, we found19

additional protection against B/Yamagata in people first infected with it, similar to the immune “imprinting” observed in20

influenza A. While the data were not informative about imprinting protection against B/Victoria, B/Yamagata imprinting21

could explain the fewer B/Yamagata than B/Victoria cases in cohorts born in the 1990s and the bimodal age distribution of22

B/Yamagata cases. Characterizing antibody specificity after exposure could illuminate the link between birth cohorts’23

infection histories and susceptibility to influenza B.24

25

26

Introduction27

The incidence of pathogens that induce long-lasting immunity, such as measles or mumps, typically peaks at a young age and28

subsequently decreases as hosts gain immune protection with age (Galbraith et al., 1984; Anderson et al., 1987; Grenfell29

and Anderson, 1985). However, many pathogens are able to infect the same host multiple times due to the circulation of30

antigenically distinct strains in the population. Changes in the prevalences of strains over time can lead to different infection31

histories in hosts born at different times, and such differences in infection history can lead to complicated distributions of32

infection (Gupta et al., 1998; Kucharski and Gog, 2012a,b). Influenza viruses, for instance, circulate as antigenically distinct33

variants, including the “types” A and B, “subtypes” of influenza A, “lineages” of influenza B, and clades within them. Changes34

in variant prevalence over time generate different infection histories that are correlated across birth cohorts (Kilbourne, 2006;35

Rota et al., 1990; Shaw et al., 2002), but how differences in infection history affect protection and shape the age distribution36

of influenza virus infections is not fully understood.37

Early childhood infections with influenza A have long-lasting consequences for protection against influenza A subtypes, a38

phenomenon termed “immune imprinting” (Gostic et al., 2016, 2019; Arevalo et al., 2020). Subtypes are distinguished by39

their surface proteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), with HA subtypes clustered into the major phylogenetic40

groups 1 (including, among others, H1, H2 and H5) and 2 (including H3 and H7). Different subtypes of influenza A have41

circulated in the 20th century (Kilbourne, 2006), and protection against severe infection and death is higher against subtypes42

whose HAs are genetically similar to the HA of the subtype with which a person was likely first infected (Gostic et al., 2016,43
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2019; Arevalo et al., 2020). For instance, early infection with H1N1 or H2N2 is associated with lifelong protection against44

severe infections with H5N1 and H1N1, and early H3N2 infection protects against severe infection with H7N9 and H3N2.45

Subtypes H1N1 and H2N2 were the only subtypes circulating between 1918 and 1968, and H3N2 has been more common than46

H1N1 since 1968. Thus, the age distributions of clinical infections with H1N1 and H5N1 skew young, and the distributions47

of H7N9 and H3N2 infections skew old (Gostic et al., 2016, 2019; Arevalo et al., 2020), because of the lasting impact of48

childhood immunity to the first HA encountered.49

Despite its durability, imprinting protection does not completely prevent re-infection with the same subtype, and models50

based on imprinting protection alone cannot completely recapitulate the age distribution of cases (Gostic et al., 2019; Arevalo51

et al., 2020). Longitudinal analyses of antibody titers, which reveal subclinical infections, suggest that protection after infection52

with influenza type A decreases significantly within 3.5-7 years (Kucharski et al., 2015; Ranjeva et al., 2019). Repeated53

clinical infections of the same subtype have been observed in the same person (Smith and Davies, 1976; Frank and Taber,54

1983; Davies et al., 1984; Horby et al., 2012) and are likely enabled by antigenic evolution of HA and NA, which experience55

strong positive selection (Bush et al., 1999; Ferguson et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2004; Bedford et al., 2014). Thus, protection56

against infection with a subtype appears to depend not only on imprinting protection (early infection with a subtype) but also57

cross-protection from recent infections with that subtype. This cross-protection can be sensitive to the precise strains with58

which a person was infected, apparent as birth cohort effects and reproducible in animal models (Linderman et al., 2014;59

Petrie et al., 2016).60

Like the different subtypes of influenza A, the two lineages of influenza type B have distinct age distributions of medically61

attended infections. The B/Victoria and B/Yamagata lineages diverged sometime in the 1970s to early 1980s (Rota et al.,62

1990; Dudas et al., 2015) and have circulated with varying frequencies since, causing 25% of global influenza cases detected63

in 2000-2018 (Caini et al., 2019). While the incidence of medically attended infections is highest in children for both lineages,64

B/Yamagata appears less common than B/Victoria in teenagers or young adults but more common in older age groups. This65

pattern has been observed in the 2000s and 2010s in Oceania (Vijaykrishna et al., 2015), East Asia (Tan et al., 2013), Europe66

(Sočan et al., 2014; Puzelli et al., 2019) and North America (Skowronski et al., 2017) and globally in sequence databases (Virk67

et al., 2020). Changes in the expression of sialic acid receptors with age have been proposed to explain the lower mean age of68

B/Victoria cases (Vijaykrishna et al., 2015), but this explanation does not account for the higher frequency of B/Yamagata69

cases in middle-aged people.70

Alternatively or in addition to physiological changes, differences in cohorts’ susceptibility to influenza B lineages might71

arise from differences in cohorts’ infection histories. It is unclear if people have increased protection against their first infecting72

influenza B lineage. One hypothesized mechanism for immune imprinting in influenza A is antibodies to conserved epitopes73

(Gostic et al., 2016, 2019). Since B/Victoria and B/Yamagata diverged from each other more recently (Rota et al., 1990; Chen74

and Holmes, 2008; Dudas et al., 2015) and evolve antigenically much more slowly than the influenza A subtypes (Bedford75

et al., 2014, 2015; Vijaykrishna et al., 2015), conserved epitopes within a lineage might also be conserved between lineages,76

leading to strong cross-lineage protection by antibodies targeting those epitopes, regardless of which lineage was encountered77

first.78

To investigate how protection might arise from infections with B/Victoria and B/Yamagata and contribute to differences79

in their age distributions, we fitted a statistical model to medically attended influenza B cases in New Zealand (Figure 1). The80

model used the estimated historical frequencies of the lineages to estimate the probabilities of different infection histories81

and the strength of within- and cross-lineage protection from previous infections. We found that differences in birth cohorts’82

susceptibility to each lineage are consistent with strong cross-protection between strains of the same lineage. In addition83

to within-lineage protection independent of the order of infection, we found evidence of an additional protection against84

B/Yamagata in people first infected with it, similar to the immune imprinting protection previously shown for influenza A.85

Imprinting protection against B/Yamagata can explain why cohorts born in the 1990s, when B/Yamagata appears to have86

been the only lineage circulating in New Zealand and other countries outside of East Asia (Shaw et al., 2002), have since87

had fewer B/Yamagata cases than B/Victoria cases and fewer B/Yamagata cases than older birth cohorts. The strength of88

imprinting protection against B/Victoria could not be estimated with confidence, suggesting it might have little impact on the89

age distributions of cases. Characterizing individuals’ antibody specificity after influenza virus infection, and understanding90

how such specificity arises from past exposure, could help explain variation in infection risk over time and the unexpected age91

distributions of influenza variants.92
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Figure 1. Historical frequencies and age distributions of the influenza B lineages. A. Frequency of B/Yamagata estimated from
sequences deposited on GISAID and the NCBI Influenza Virus Database. Frequencies were estimated for New Zealand and Australia
combined to increase power. The circles are annotated with the number of isolates used to estimate frequencies in each season. In 2001 and
2003, when both lineages were known to be circulating in Australia and New Zealand but the number of isolates from those countries
combined were small, we estimated lineage frequencies using isolates from all countries represented in the sequence databases. B.
Distribution of medically attended influenza B cases in New Zealand in 2001-2019 by birth year of the infected person. The fraction of cases
in each birth year was calculated relative to all cases observed for each lineage (including birth years before 1960, not shown in the figure).

Results93

Statistical model of influenza B infections by birth year94

To test how age, early infections, and protection within and between lineages might shape the distribution of influenza B cases,95

we fitted a statistical model to medically attended infections detected by influenza surveillance from 2001 to 2019 in New96

Zealand (Materials and Methods: “Case data”; Figure 1B, Figure 1-Supplement 1). Some of these data, from 2002-2013,97

were previously analyzed by Vijaykrishna et al. (2015), who also compiled cases observed in Australia. We focused on98

the New Zealand data because they include outpatient cases obtained by sentinel surveillance under a standardized case99

definition and sampling strategy. The data set also includes non-sentinel cases identified from hospital samples, mostly100

inpatient, that were obtained without consistent sampling criteria. Of 4,036 cases identified at the level of the influenza B101

lineage, approximately 60% (2,430) came from sentinel surveillance and 40% (1,606) from non-sentinel surveillance. We102

performed the main analyses on the entire New Zealand data set but assessed the effect of removing the non-sentinel data and103

fitting the model only to the more reliable sentinel surveillance data.104

Following work on influenza A (Gostic et al., 2016, 2019; Arevalo et al., 2020), the model describes the probability105

that a case of a particular lineage in a particular season occurs in a person born in a particular birth year, and it bases these106

probabilities on the following factors (Materials and Methods: “Statistical model of influenza B susceptibility based on107

infection history"):108

1. Demography. The fraction of the population born in a particular birth year gives a baseline probability that a case occurs109

in a person born in that year. We used demographic data from New Zealand to estimate those fractions (Materials and110

Methods: “Demographic data”).111

2. Age-specific effects on infection risk. Age can affect rates of contact with infectious people and susceptibility to infection112

(Mossong et al., 2008; Melegaro et al., 2011). Because of likely changes in the frequency and pattern of social contacts113

associated with school attendance, we assumed that preschoolers (0-5 years old), school-age children and teenagers114

(6-17 years old) and people 18 years and older had different baseline probabilities of infection, which we estimated115
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from the case data. We compared the estimates for the preschool and school-age attack rates with estimates obtained116

independently from seroprevalence data in children.117

3. Age-specific effects on reporting. We assumed infections in children younger than 2 years old had a different probability118

of receiving medical attention and being reported than infections in the rest of the population (estimates of protection119

were similar when we assumed this effect applied to children younger than 5). We estimated this differential reporting120

from the case data.121

4. Infection history. The probability of observing a case of a lineage in a birth cohort could be modified by the average122

susceptibility of people in that cohort to that lineage, based on the birth cohort’s infection history. Susceptibility is123

defined as the probability of infection given exposure, relative to that of a naive person. We estimated the probabilities124

of different infection histories for each birth cohort using a discrete-time model in which the probability of becoming125

infected with either lineage depends on the lineages’ historical frequencies (Materials and Methods: “Infection history126

probabilities"), which we estimated using sequence databases (Materials and Methods: “Historical frequencies of127

influenza B lineages”). Consistent with historical surveillance and with trends observed in other countries outside128

East Asia (Shaw et al., 2002), we found that B/Yamagata was the only lineage circulating in New Zealand in the129

1990s. B/Victoria started circulating again in the early 2000s, and the two lineages have circulated with alternating130

frequencies since (Figure 1A, Figure 1-Supplement 2). Because the exclusive circulation of B/Yamagata in New Zealand131

is supported by scarce sequence data and antigenic surveillance that did not always include representative B/Victoria132

strains, we investigated the sensitivity of the results to the frequency of B/Yamagata in the 1990s by alternatively133

estimating lineage frequencies from all countries represented in sequence databases for that period.134

We examined four effects of past infection (Table 1):135

(a) Within-lineage protection. Any previous infection with B/Victoria or B/Yamagata decreases susceptibility to136

future infections with the same lineage by fractions �V V and �Y Y , respectively.137

(b) Cross-lineage protection Cross-lineage protection was estimated as a fraction () of the corresponding within-138

lineage protection against that lineage: �Y V = Y V × �Y Y and �V Y = V Y × �V V , where �Y V is the protection139

from B/Victoria against B/Yamagata and �V Y is the protection from B/Yamagata against B/Victoria. We assumed140

that once a person was infected with a lineage, within-lineage protection superseded protection from previous141

infection with the other lineage.142

(c) Lineage-specific imprinting. To represent increased protection against the lineage of first infection, susceptibility143

to B/Victoria and B/Yamagata could be further reduced by RV or RY if a person was first infected with the144

corresponding lineage. Thus, susceptibility to B/Victoria in people first infected with B/Victoria was (1−�V )(1−145

RV ), and susceptibility to B/Yamagata in people first infected with B/Yamagata was (1 − �Y )(1 − RY ).146

(d) Infection with influenza B strains before 1988. Because sequence data were too scarce before 1988 to reliably147

estimate the frequencies of B/Victoria and B/Yamagata, we treated all infections before 1988 as infections148

with a separate “ancestral” lineage A and estimated protection from those infections against B/Victoria (�V A)149

and B/Yamagata (�Y A). Those infections encompass the ancestral influenza B lineage before the split between150

B/Victoria and B/Yamagata and also strains circulating between the split and 1988. An infection with A, if it151

occurred, was necessarily a person’s first infection. We modeled those infections to capture the middle part of the152

age distributions of cases, but because of the uncertain identity and antigenic phenotype of strains circulating in153

that period, we interpreted the associated parameters with caution.154

We assumed that the protection conferred by an infection against future infections depends on the lineage but not on155

the time between infections. Since the lineages were identified in the late 1980s, sequence divergence within them156

has been small (about 7% at the amino acid level for the HA of both lineages in 2019) compared to the sequence157

divergence between them (about 14%; Figure 1-Supplement 3; Materials and Methods: “Sequence divergence analysis").158

Assuming that cross-protection from past exposures does not decay appreciably over time allowed us to calculate159

infection history probabilities exactly without the need for dynamical simulations (Materials and Methods: “Infection160

history probabilities").161

We fitted the model by maximum likelihood using the probabilities of observing an infection in each cohort as the162

parameters of a multinomial distribution. To limit model complexity, we fitted to cases from people born since 1959, i.e.,163

to people 60 years old or younger at the time the cases were observed. Including older people (Figure 1- Supplement 1)164

would have required additional parameters to describe age-related changes in susceptibility, vaccination, healthcare-seeking165
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Table 1. Possible infection histories in terms of the lineage of first infection and lineages encountered since.

1st infection Lineages encountered later Symbol Susceptibility to B/Vic Susceptibility to B/Yam
None None P0 1 1
V None PV ,0 (1 − �V V )(1 − RV ) (1 − �Y V )
V Y PV ,Y (1 − �V V )(1 − RV ) (1 − �Y Y )
Y None PY ,0 1 − �V Y (1 − �Y Y )(1 − RY )
Y V PY ,V 1 − �V V (1 − �Y Y )(1 − RY )
A None PA,0,0 1 − �V A 1 − �Y A
A V PA,V ,0 1 − �V V 1 − max(�Y A, �Y V )
A Y PA,Y ,0 1 − max(�V A, �V Y ) 1 − �Y Y
A V and Y (any order) PA,{V Y } 1 − �V V 1 − �Y Y

V indicates B/Victoria, Y indicates B/Yamagata, and A indicates strains circulating before 1988. Susceptibility to each lineage depends on
within-lineage (�V V , �Y Y ) and cross-lineage (�V Y , �Y V , �V A, �Y A) cross-protection from prior infections regardless of their order and on
additional protection against the lineage first encountered (RV and RY ). Only the strongest cross-lineage protection term is assumed to affect
susceptibility. Within-lineage protection is constrained to be stronger than cross-lineage protection against the same lineage.

behavior, and contact rates, and potentially multiple ancestral strains. We assessed the effect of moving the birth year cutoff166

seven years in each direction (1952 and 1966). Influenza vaccine coverage was low in New Zealand during the study period in167

the non-elderly (6% or less for ages 0-49 years and 13% for ages 50-64 years in 2016; Institute of Environmental Science and168

Research, 2017; Materials and Methods: “Demographic data”), and we thus ignored protection by vaccination.169

Evidence for within-lineage protection and immune imprinting170

The distributions of B/Victoria and B/Yamagata are most consistent with within-lineage protection and imprinting protection171

against B/Yamagata, with weak or unidentifiable protection across lineages (Table 2, Figure 2, Figure 2-Supplement 1). Any172

previous B/Victoria infection decreased the probability of medically attended infection with B/Victoria by 89% (�V V = 0.89,173

95% CI 0.85-0.96), and any previous B/Yamagata infection decreased the probability of future medically attended B/Yamagata174

infection by 28% (�Y Y = 0.28, 95% CI 0.1-0.43). The data are most consistent with weak or nonexistent protection from175

B/Yamagata infections against B/Victoria (V Y = 0, 95% CI 0-0.07, corresponding to a reduction in susceptibility of 0-4%176

after re-scaling by �V V ), whereas protection from B/Victoria against B/Yamagata was non-identifiable (Y V = 0, 95% CI 0-1).177

People for whom B/Yamagata was the lineage of first infection had an additional 87-100% reduction in susceptibility to clinical178

B/Yamagata infections compared with people infected with B/Yamagata after a primary infection with B/Victoria or with179

strains circulating before 1988 (RY = 0.96, 95% CI 0.87-1). The strength of imprinting for B/Victoria was non-identifiable180

(RV = 0.97, 95% CI 0-1).181

Themodel suggests imprinting protection against B/Yamagata contributes to twomajor features of the birth year distribution182

of cases: the low incidence of B/Yamagata compared to B/Victoria in people born in the late 1980s and early 1990s and the183

lower incidence of B/Yamagata in those birth cohorts compared with older cohorts (Figure 2). Because B/Yamagata appears184

to have been the only lineage circulating in New Zealand in the 1990s, many more people born in the late 1980s and early185

1990s had been infected with B/Yamagata than with B/Victoria by the time the cases were recorded in the 2000s and 2010s186

(Figure 3). Under the maximum likelihood estimates of infection history probabilities, 87% of people born between 1987 and187

1993 had been infected with B/Yamagata by 2010 (the midpoint of the surveillance period), of which 96% had B/Yamagata as188

their first influenza B infection (Figure 3). In contrast, only 55% of people in those birth cohorts had been previously infected189

with B/Victoria by 2010. Thus, cohorts born in the late 1980s and early 1990s were more susceptible to B/Victoria (about190

50% as susceptible as a fully naive cohort) than to B/Yamagata (20% as susceptible as a fully naive cohort).191

Older birth cohorts, in contrast, were also likely infected with B/Yamagata in the 1990s and 2000s (74% of people born192

until 1986 had been infected with B/Yamagata by 2010), but unlike younger cohorts, they lacked the imprinting protection193

against B/Yamagata (Figure 3). The high proportion of B/Yamagata cases in those older birth cohorts in the 2000s and 2010s,194

even after many people in them had already been infected with B/Yamagata, is consistent with only moderate within-lineage195

protection against B/Yamagata in the absence of immune imprinting. The difference in the proportion of B/Yamagata cases196

between cohorts born around 1990 and older birth cohorts also appears not due to differences in transmission related with age197
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Table 2. Parameter estimates for the model fitted to the distribution of general practice (sentinel) and hospital-associated (non-sentinel)
cases in New Zealand.

Parameter MLE (95% CI) Definition
�1 0.09 (0.07-0.10) Annual exposure probability for preschoolers (0-5 years old)
�2 0.16 (0.13-0.20) Annual exposure probability for people 6-17 years old
�3 0.12 (0.09-0.15) Annual exposure probability for people 18+ years old
�V V 0.89 (0.85-0.96) Protection against B/Vic from any prior B/Vic infection
�Y Y 0.28 (0.1-0.43) Protection against B/Yam from any prior B/Yam infection
Y V 0.00 (0.00-1.00) Protection from B/Vic infection against B/Yam (as a fraction of �Y Y )†
V Y 0.00 (0.00-0.07) Protection from B/Yam infection against B/Vic (as a fraction of �V V )†
RV 0.97 (0.00-1.00) Additional B/Vic protection if 1st infection was with B/Vic
RY 0.96 (0.87-1.00) Additional B/Yam protection if 1st infection was with B/Yam
V A 1.00 (0.93-1.00) Protection against B/Vic from pre-1988 infections (as a fraction of �V V )†
Y A 1.00 (0.00-1.00) Protection against B/Yam from pre-1988 infections (as a fraction of �Y Y )†
� 1.97 (1.73-2.26) Reporting factor for children under 2 years old.

†Cross-lineage protection does not apply when within-lineage protection is present.
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Figure 2. Observed and predicted distributions of influenza B cases in New Zealand by birth year. The model was simultaneously
fitted to the age distributions in each observation year from 2001 to 2019, accounting for uncertainty in the birth year of each reported case
given the patient’s age. For plotting, we pooled observed and predicted numbers of cases across observation years for each birth year,
assuming the earliest possible birth year for each age (e.g., an age of 10 in 2000 was assumed to correspond to the birth year 1989). Red lines
and dots show the predicted distribution under the model. Vertical bars are 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. In the bottom row, predicted
and observed fractions of cases were normalized by dividing by the fraction of the population born in that birth year (i.e., the null expectation
if all birth years were infected at the same rate).
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Figure 3. Probabilities of different infection histories with influenza B in New Zealand for people born between 1959 and 2010 and
observed in 2010. Infection histories consist of the lineage of first infection and lineages encountered later regardless of their order.
Probabilities were estimated by fitting the model to case data from New Zealand. (A,0,0): First infection before 1988 and no subsequent
infections with either B/Victoria or B/Yamagata. (A,Y,0) and (A,V,0): First infection before 1988 followed by B/Yamagata but not B/Victoria
and by B/Victoria but not B/Yamagata, respectively. (A,{V,Y}): First infection before 1988 followed by infections with both B/Victoria and
B/Yamagata in any order. (Y,V) and (Y,0): First infection with B/Yamagata, with and without a subsequent B/Victoria infection. (V,Y) and
(V,0): First infection with B/Victoria, with and without a subsequent B/Yamagata infection. (0): fully naive to influenza B.

itself, since we estimated similar baseline annual infection rates for school-age children and adults (Table 2).198

Weak or nonexistent protection from B/Yamagata against B/Victoria is consistent with a surge of B/Victoria cases in199

children born in the late 1980s and early 1990s as B/Victoria reemerged in New Zealand in the early 2000s (Figure 2-200

Supplement 2). By 2000, 66% of people born in 1987-1993 had been infected with B/Yamagata. The high incidence of201

B/Victoria in those birth cohorts in the early 2000s suggests their history of B/Yamagata exposure did not protect them against202

medically attended B/Victoria infections. This lack of protection from B/Yamagata against B/Victoria was distinguishable203

from potential changes in transmission with age (Figure 3-Supplement 1). The non-identifiability of cross-lineage protection204

in the other direction, from B/Victoria against B/Yamagata, might be due to the model estimating that relatively few people205

were infected with B/Victoria alone (Figure 3). Our model assumes that protection from B/Yamagata infections themselves206

supersedes the protection from B/Victoria infections against B/Yamagata in people infected with both lineages.207

The estimated protection from strains circulating before 1988 against clinical infections suggests those early strains may208

have been antigenically more similar to B/Victoria than to B/Yamagata. Protection against B/Yamagata from strains circulating209

before 1988 (relative to protection from B/Yamagata itself) was non-identifiable (Y A = 1.00, 95% CI 0.00-1.00, corresponding210

to a 0-28% protection). It is possible that protection from those early strains against B/Yamagata violates our assumption that211

it cannot be stronger than protection from B/Yamagata itself, but the high proportion of B/Yamagata cases throughout the212

2000s and 2010s in birth cohorts that were likely infected with those early strains suggests that such protection is limited at213

best (Figure 2-Supplement 2). In contrast, the model estimated that infections with early strains were as protective against214

B/Victoria as were B/Victoria infections themselves (V A = 1.00, 95% CI 0.93-1.00). Thus, when B/Victoria began circulating215

at high frequencies in the 2000s, birth cohorts with a history of influenza B infection prior to 1988 were strongly protected216

against medically attended B/Victoria infections. Because we grouped infections before the lineages split with infections217

that occurred between the split and 1988, it is possible that the strong protection from those early strains against B/Victoria218

derives from a high incidence of B/Victoria during that period (which we are unable to detect). However, surveillance in the219

United States found only two seasons with high influenza B circulation between 1983 (the most recent estimate of the lineage220

split) and 1988 (Rota et al., 1990), suggesting that at least some of the protection comes from ancestral influenza B strains221

prior to the lineage split.222

Estimates of protection were similar if we excluded non-sentinel cases (Figure 2-Supplement 3, Supplement 4), if we223

moved the minimum birth year to which we fitted the model (1959) by 7 years in each direction (Figure 2-Supplement 5,224

Supplement 6), and if we assumed a separate reporting parameter for children under 5 years old instead of children under225
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2 years old (Figure 2-Supplement 7). Fitted to both sentinel and non-sentinel cases combined, the model underestimated226

cases in the most recent birth years due to variation over time in the number of non-sentinel cases reported in the youngest227

children (Figure 2-Supplement 2). Fitted to sentinel cases alone, however, the model predicted the number of cases in these228

birth cohorts well (Figure 2-Supplement 4).229

We also fitted the model to influenza B cases recorded in Australia and compiled by Vijaykrishna et al. (2015), mostly from230

non-sentinel surveillance at hospitals. Those data are also consistent with lineage-specific protection against both lineages231

and with imprinting protection against B/Yamagata (Figure 2-Supplement 8). However, unlike the New Zealand case data,232

the age distribution of Australian cases is consistent with substantial cross-lineage protection. These differences are likely to233

be at least partly due to differences in surveillance and sampling. For instance, the surge in B/Victoria cases during the early234

2000s in children born in the 1990s in New Zealand, which is consistent with little to no protection from B/Yamagata against235

B/Victoria, appears to not have been represented in the Australian case data (Figure 2-Supplement 9).236

Sensitivity analyses corroborate the exclusive circulation of B/Yamagata in New Zealand in the 1990s237

While previous work suggests B/Yamagata was the only lineage circulating widely outside of East Asia in the 1990s (Shaw238

et al., 2002), the evidence for the exclusive circulation of B/Yamagata in New Zealand during that period is currently limited.239

Few isolates collected in New Zealand or Australia during the 1990s were deposited in sequence databases (although they are240

all B/Yamagata, Figure 1A, Figure 1-Supplement 2), and antigenic surveillance often did not test circulating strains against241

representative B/Victoria strains. We re-fitted the model using lineage frequencies estimated from all countries represented242

in sequence databases for the 1990s — resulting in an average B/Victoria frequency of about 25% in that period (Figure 1-243

Supplement 4) — and found that the age distributions could not be adequately fitted using those alternative frequencies (a244

decrease of 53 log-likelihood units compared to the model fitted with only B/Yamagata in the 1990s for the same number of245

parameters). In particular, even with strong imprinting and cross-lineage protection from B/Victoria, the model could not246

fully capture the low number of B/Yamagata cases in cohorts born around 1990 (Figure 2-Supplement 10). Thus, the age247

distributions of medically attended influenza B cases in New Zealand are most consistent with the exclusive circulation of248

B/Yamagata in the 1990s.249

Estimated infection probabilities are consistent with independent serological data250

To test if our model produced realistic estimates of infection risk, we compared estimates from the model fitted to the New251

Zealand case data with estimates based on cross-sectional serology from children in the Netherlands (Bodewes et al., 2011;252

Materials and Methods: “Model validation with independent serological data"). Both the infection probabilities estimated253

from our model and those inferred from cross-sectional serology represent an average probability across influenza seasons.254

Despite potential differences between New Zealand and the Netherlands in the intensity of influenza B circulation and in255

lineage frequencies, we found similar estimates of infection risk. The annual probability of influenza B exposure (which,256

for naive people, is equal to the probability of infection) was similar between our model (9% for preschoolers and 16% for257

school-age children, 95% CIs 7-10% and 13-20%) and the estimates from Dutch seroprevalence data (12% for preschoolers258

and 22% for school-age children, 95% CIs 10-14% and 16-27%). These estimates are also within the range of infection259

probabilities estimated from longitudinal studies (Monto et al., 1985; Horby et al., 2012; Hayward et al., 2014; Huang et al.,260

2019). The fraction of children with detectable antibodies against B/Victoria was close to the prediction from our model,261

but more children in the Netherlands had detectable B/Yamagata antibodies than predicted by the model for New Zealand262

(Figure 3-Supplement 2). In addition to differences in lineage frequencies between New Zealand and the Netherlands, this263

discrepancy might be due to the presence of antibodies from B/Victoria infections that cross-react with B/Yamagata but not264

vice-versa (Rota et al., 1990; Levandowski et al., 1991a,b; Skowronski et al., 2012; Laurie et al., 2018).265

Discussion266

Our model suggests that differences in the age distributions of B/Victoria and B/Yamagata cases can be explained by historical267

changes in lineage frequencies combined with cross-protection between strains of the same lineage and an additional protection268

against B/Yamagata in people first infected with it. In particular, two major features of the age distributions seem to arise from269

the dominance of B/Yamagata in New Zealand in the 1990s, which appears to to also have occurred elsewhere outside of East270

Asia (Shaw et al., 2002). First, people born in the late 1980s and early 1990s had fewer B/Yamagata cases than B/Victoria271

cases in the 2000s and 2010s because they had accumulated immunity against B/Yamagata but not B/Victoria during the272
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1990s. Second, imprinting of people born in the late 1980s and early 1990s with B/Yamagata led to fewer B/Yamagata cases273

in those birth cohorts than in older ones, most of whom were likely first infected before (or shortly after) the lineages split.274

While imprinting protection against B/Yamagata has a clear effect on the age distributons of cases, the non-identifiability275

of imprinting protection against B/Victoria might be due to the lack of an extended period when B/Victoria circulated at276

consistently higher frequencies than B/Yamagata. Our analysis is limited by the scarcity of data on the antigenic phenotype277

of influenza B strains circulating prior to the lineage split and on lineage frequencies shortly after. B/Victoria seems to278

have been more common in the seasons preceding the discovery of the existence of two lineages (Rota et al., 1990), but279

surveillance in the United States suggests there were only two major influenza B epidemics between the most recent estimate280

of the lineage split in 1983 and the rise of B/Yamagata around 1990 (Rota et al., 1990). Thus, even if B/Victoria was the281

dominant lineage between the lineage split and the early 1990s, there might have been limited opportunity for B/Victoria282

imprinting. The high proportion of B/Yamagata cases and low proportion of B/Victoria cases in birth cohorts that were likely283

infected with strains circulating before the lineages split suggest those strains were antigenically more similar to B/Victoria284

than to B/Yamagata. Consistent with this possibility, the study that first identified the existence of two lineages in the late285

1980s found that antibodies induced by B/Victoria strains from that period were more cross-reactive than those induced by286

B/Yamagata strains against a strain from the early 1980s (Rota et al., 1990).287

While previous work revealed immune imprinting at the level of the groups and subtypes of influenza type A (Gostic288

et al., 2016, 2019; Arevalo et al., 2020), our results suggest a similar phenomenon occurs between more recently diverged289

and thus antigenically closer branches of influenza. The major antigens HA and NA evolve more slowly within the influenza290

B lineages than within influenza A subtypes (Bedford et al., 2014, 2015; Vijaykrishna et al., 2015), and their amino acid291

sequence divergences are much lower between B/Victoria and B/Yamagata (≈14%, 2% and 7% in 2019 for the HA head, the292

HA stalk, and NA, respectively) than between H1N1 and H3N2 (≈66%, 50% and 60%, respectively) (Figure 3-Supplement 3).293

Still, epitopes conserved within the lineages but variable across them (or between the lineages and their ancestor) might be294

the basis for imprinting protection against B/Yamagata (and potentially B/Victoria), as has been hypothesized for influenza A295

subtypes (Gostic et al., 2019).296

Although protection from B/Victoria against B/Yamagata was non-identifiable, the model suggests protection from297

B/Yamagata against medically attended B/Victoria infections is weak at most. This lack of substantial protection from298

B/Yamagata against B/Victoria is consistent with the observation that B/Yamagata exposure often induces low or undetectable299

levels of antibodies cross-reactive to B/Victoria (Rota et al., 1990; Levandowski et al., 1991a,b; Skowronski et al., 2012; Laurie300

et al., 2018). However, the same studies of strains from the late 1980s, 2000s and 2010s show that exposure to B/Victoria301

induces antibodies that inhibit hemagglutination by B/Yamagata. Thus, while not identifiable from the age distributions of302

cases, protection from B/Victoria against B/Yamagata might occur. Meta-analyses suggest lineage-mismatched trivalent303

seasonal vaccines are generally effective (Tricco et al., 2013), but few studies report lineage-specific estimates of vaccine304

effectiveness that could reveal asymmetric cross-lineage protection. A test-negative design study estimated that inactivated305

vaccines containing B/Victoria had over 50% effectiveness against B/Yamagata infections, and vice-versa, in a population of306

mostly adults (Skowronski et al., 2019). However, a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of live attenuated vaccines307

in children estimated that the efficacy of vaccines containing B/Yamagata in seasons dominated by B/Victoria was low to308

nonexistent (B/Yamagata seasons in which a B/Victoria vaccine was used were not available) (Belshe et al., 2010). Individual309

longitudinal studies of infection or vaccination might be able to test the lack of protection from B/Yamagata exposures against310

B/Victoria inferred by our model and potentially reveal protection in the other direction. Studies of children who were likely311

first exposed to influenza B via vaccination might also reveal if imprinting can occur via trivalent vaccines containing only312

one influenza lineage or quadrivalent vaccines containing both.313

Our results also suggest that the acquisition of a B/Yamagata NA gene by B/Victoria strains via reassortment in 2000-2001314

(Dudas et al., 2015; Langat et al., 2017) did not lead to substantial protection against the reassortant strains in people previously315

infected with B/Yamagata. While most studies of the antibody response to influenza focus on HA, serological evidence316

suggests immune responses targeting NA instead of HA are more common against influenza B than against influenza A,317

especially in children (Huang et al., 2019). Yet birth cohorts with a history of B/Yamagata infections had a high proportion of318

clinical B/Victoria infections in the 2000s, even though all B/Victoria cases in the data occurred after B/Victoria had acquired319

a B/Yamagata NA.320

The difference in the estimated strength of within-lineage protection without imprinting for B Victoria (85-96%) and321

B/Yamagata (10-43%) might be due to differences in the times of infection for the birth cohorts informing each of the estimates322

and different rates of antigenic evolution between the lineages. Because most people born since the late 1980s and infected323
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with B/Yamagata were imprinted with it, our estimate of within-lineage protection against B/Yamagata in the absence of324

immune imprinting is mostly informed by cases in older birth cohorts lacking imprinting protection against B/Yamagata. Most325

of the B/Yamagata infections in those birth cohorts would have occurred in the 1990s, when B/Yamagata was dominant. In326

contrast, our estimate of within-lineage non-imprinting protection against B/Victoria was informed by more recent B/Victoria327

infections in younger birth cohorts, including people who were imprinted with B/Yamagata in the 1990s and later infected328

with B/Victoria in the 2000s. Because these B/Victoria infections were more recent, they were potentially antigenically closer329

to modern strains than were the B/Yamagata infections that inform estimated within-lineage protection against B/Yamagata,330

and thus less likely to violate our assumption of constant within-lineage protection over time. However, B/Victoria appears to331

undergo slightly faster antigenic evolution than B/Yamagata (Bedford et al., 2014; Vijaykrishna et al., 2015). Longitudinal332

studies of infection risk might reveal if within-lineage protection against B/Yamagata in the absence of immune imprinting is333

stronger in cohorts born recently than estimated by our model.334

It remains unclear precisely how differences in people’s antibody responses and past infections shape their susceptibility335

to influenza. Our model and others (Gostic et al., 2016, 2019; Arevalo et al., 2020) suggest using birth cohorts as a proxy for336

shared infection history can capture broad effects of infection history on susceptibility to clinical infections. Characterizing337

antibody specificity after infection and vaccination might reveal the origins these patterns in terms of the antigens and epitopes338

targeted by people with different infection histories. Antibody targeting of NA and of particular HA epitopes is known to339

change with age (Nachbagauer et al., 2016; Rajendran et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2019), but few studies have linked antibody340

specificity to the infection history of particular birth cohorts and their susceptibility to particular variants (Linderman et al.,341

2014; Andrews et al., 2015; Petrie et al., 2016). This resolution could improve understanding of influenza epidemiology and342

the response to influenza vaccination.343

Materials and methods344

Case data345

Medically attended influenza B cases in New Zealand were identified from samples taken from patients with influenza-like346

illness (ILI) attended by a network of sentinel general practitioners (2,430 cases with an identified influenza B lineage) and347

from non-sentinel hospital samples (1,606 cases with an identified lineage) analyzed by regional diagnostic laboratories and348

by the WHO National Influenza Centre at the Institute for Environmental Science and Research (ESR). Briefly, sentinel349

surveillance operates from May to September, with participating practices collecting nasopharyngeal or throat swabs from the350

first ILI patient examined on each Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. ILI is defined as an “acute respiratory tract infection351

characterised by an abrupt onset of at least two of the following: fever, chills, headache and myalgia” (Huang et al., 2008). A352

subset of the New Zealand data (cases from 2002-2013) was previously compiled by Vijaykrishna et al. (2015) along with353

cases from Australia reported to the World Health Organization (WHO) Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research on354

Influenza in Melbourne.355

Statistical model of influenza B susceptibility based on infection history356

For lineage V (B/Victoria), we modeled the number of cases in people born in birth year b observed in season y as a357

multinomial draw with probabilities given by:358

�V (b, y) = D(b, y)�(b, y)ZV (b, y)�(b, y) (1)
with an analogous equation defining the multinomial distribution �Y (b, y) for lineage Y (B/Yamagata). D(b, y) is the fraction359

of the population that was born in year b as of observation season y. Z(b, y) is the susceptibility to lineage V during season y360

of a person born in year b relative to that of an unexposed person. �(b, y) is a baseline probability of infection with influenza361

B that captures differences in transmission associated with age (thus depending on b and y) and is equal to �1 if people born362

in year b are in preschool during season y (0-5 years old), �2 if they are school-age children or teenagers (6-17 years old), or363

�3 if they are 18 or older. �(b, y) is an age-specific reporting rate equal to a parameter � if people are less than 2 years old364

and 1 otherwise. While �(b, y) represents true differences in infection probabilities between preschoolers and post-preschool365

individuals and thus affects the infection history probabilities in the calculation of Z(b, y), �(b, y) represents differential366

reporting in children and does not affect those probabilities. For each lineage and observation season, values of � from Eq. (1)367

are normalized by their sum across birth years to make them proper multinomial probabilities.368

We defined relative susceptibility to V , ZV (b, y), as an expectation over all possible immune histories in terms of the369

lineage of first infection and subsequent infection with the other lineage. We let susceptibility be 1 for a person never370
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exposed to influenza B. Cross-immunity from any previously encountered strain of V or Y decreased susceptibility to the371

corresponding lineage by �V V and �Y Y , respectively. Susceptibility was further reduced by RV or RY if the lineage of first372

infection was V or Y . In the absence of a previous homologous infection, previous infection with Y decreased susceptibility373

to V by �V Y , and previous infection to V decreased susceptibility to Y by �Y V . Protection due to homologous infections374

superseded cross-lineage protection. Protection against V from a previous Y infection was constrained to be a fraction of375

the within-lineage protection to V (and vice-versa): �V Y = �V V ⋅ V Y , �Y V = �Y Y ⋅ Y V , where 0 ≤ V Y , Y V ≤ 1. Similarly,376

pre-1988 infections reduced susceptibility to V by �V A = �V V ⋅ V A and to Y by �Y A = �Y Y ⋅ Y A. Finally, ZV (b, y) was377

calculated as the sum of susceptibilities in Table 1 weighted by the probabilities of the corresponding infection histories378

(below). Relative susceptibility to Y , ZY (b, y) was defined analogously.379

We estimated parameters by maximum likelihood using R (version 3.4.3) and package optimParallel. We calculated the380

total likelihood as the product of the likelihood for each lineage in each observation year, with the number of cases in each381

combination treated as an independent multinomial draw. For plotting, we summed the observed and predicted cases for each382

birth year across observation years.383

Code implementing the analyses and figures is available at https://github.com/cobeylab/influenza_B_distributions.384

Infection history probabilities385

To calculate the probabilities in Table 1, we assumed infections occur in discrete time measured in units of annual influenza386

seasons. We considered possible infections in each season between birth and the last season before observation season y.387

For a person born in year b and previously unexposed to influenza B, we let ab,i be the probability of becoming infected in388

season i. This probability was then modified by protection from previous infections as in Table 1. Given that an infection389

occurred in season i, we assumed that the probability it was caused by lineages A (“ancestor”), V or Y was equal to their390

frequencies in that season, fA,i, fV ,i and fY ,i, with fA,i = 1 for all i before 1988, and fV ,i + fY ,i = 1 since (Figure 1). For391

simplicity, we assumed that people could not be infected more than once in each season (including simultaneous infections by392

the two lineages.)393

Let ΦB
i,j be the probability that no infections with influenza B occurred for a naive person born in b from seasons i to j

(inclusive). It is given by:

ΦB
i,j =

j
∏

k=i
(1 − ab,k) (2)

where k indexes years (influenza seasons). Thus the first probability in Table 1, that of being fully naive to influenza B, is
given by:

P0(b, y) = ΦB
b,y−1 (3)

To shorten the expressions for the remaining probabilities, we let ΦV
i,j(ℎ), ΦY

i,j(ℎ) and ΦV Y
i,j (ℎ) be the probability that no V

infections, no Y infections, and neither V nor Y infections occurred between seasons i and j (inclusive), respectively. Unlike
ΦB , which applies to naive people, ΦV , ΦY and ΦV Y depend on the person’s infection history, ℎ. To calculate the probability
of an initial infection with A but no subsequent infections with V or Y , PA,0,0(b, y), we integrated, across all possible seasons
i of first infection, the joint probability that the person’s first influenza B infection occurred in season i with the ancestral
lineage A and that no subsequent infections with V or Y occurred from i + 1 to y − 1:

PA,0,0(b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b

[

ΦB
b,i−1 ⋅ ab,i ⋅ fA,i ⋅Φ

V Y
i+1,y−1(A)

]

(4)

where the probability that the first infection with influenza B occurred in season iwith the ancestorA is obtained by multiplying
the probability of no previous infections (ΦB

b,i−1) by the probability of an infection in season i (ab,i) and by the frequency of
lineage A in season i (fA,i). The probability of no infections with either V or Y after the initial infection with A in season i,
ΦV Y
i+1,y−1(A) , depends on protection from the A infection against V (�V A) and Y (�Y A):

ΦV Y
i+1,y−1(A) =

y−1
∏

k=i+1
{1 − ab,k[fV ,k(1 − �V A) + fY ,k(1 − �Y A)]} (5)
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Similarly, the joint probability of first infection with the ancestor A and subsequent infection with V , but not with Y , is given
by:

P A,V ,0(b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b

[

ΦB
b,i−1ab,ifA,i ⋅

y−1
∑

j=i+1
ΦV Y
i+1,j−1(A)ab,jfV ,j(1 − �V A)Φ

Y
j+1,y+1(A, V )

]

(6)

where we again integrated over all possible seasons i when the first infection with influenza B might have occurred. Given the394

first infection occurred in season i with the “ancestral” lineage A, we calculated the probability of subsequent infection with395

V , but not with Y , by integrating over all possible seasons j when the first infection with V may have occurred. Given the396

initial infection with A in season i, the joint probability that the first V infection occurred in j is given by the probability that397

neither V nor Y infections occurred from i + 1 to j − 1, ΦV Y
i+1,j−1(A), times the probability of a V infection in season j, given398

by ab,jfV ,j(1 − �V A). The probability ΦY
j+1,y−1(A, V ) of no subsequent Y infections after season j given the previous A and V399

infections is then given by:400

ΦY
j+1,y−1(A, V ) =

y−1
∏

k=j+1
{1 − ab,kfY ,k[1 − max(�Y A, �Y V )]} (7)

where we assumed that only the strongest cross-protection (from the previous A and V infections) applies. By analogy, for
PA,Y ,0(b, y) we have:

P A,Y ,0(b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b

[

ΦB
b,i−1ab,ifA,i ⋅

y−1
∑

j=i+1
ΦV Y
i+1,j−1(A)ab,jfY ,j(1 − �Y A)Φ

V
j+1,y+1(A, Y )

]

(8)

where

ΦV
j+1,y−1(A, Y ) =

y−1
∏

k=j+1
{1 − ab,kfV ,k[1 − max(�V A, �V Y )]} (9)

To calculate PA,{V Y }(b, y), we first computed the probabilities for the particular cases where either V or Y were the second
infection, PA,V→Y (b, y) and PA,Y→V (b, y), such that PA,{V Y }(b, y) is the sum of the two. The first is given by:

P A,V→Y (b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b

[

ΦB
b,i−1ab,ifA,i ⋅

y−1
∑

j=i+1
ΦV Y
i+1,j−1(A)ab,jfV ,j(1 − �V A)[1 − Φ

Y
j+1,y+1(A, V )]

]

(10)

and the second is given by:
P A,Y→V (b, y) =

y−1
∑

i=b

[

ΦB
b,i−1ab,ifA,i ⋅

y−1
∑

j=i+1
ΦV Y
i+1,j−1(A)ab,jfY ,j(1 − �Y A)[1 − Φ

V
j+1,y+1(A, Y )]

]

(11)

Next we write down the probabilities of infection histories with either V or Y as first infections and no subsequent infections.
For PV ,0(b, y):

PV ,0(b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b
ΦB
b,i−1 ⋅ ab,i ⋅ fV ,i ⋅Φ

Y
i+1,y−1(V ) (12)

where

ΦY
i+1,y−1(V ) =

y−1
∏

k=i+1
[1 − ab,kfY ,k(1 − �Y V )] (13)

By analogy, for PY ,0(b, y):

PY ,0(b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b
ΦB
b,i−1 ⋅ ab,i ⋅ fY ,i ⋅Φ

V
i+1,y−1(Y ) (14)
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where

ΦV
i+1,y−1(Y ) =

y−1
∏

k=i+1
[1 − ab,kfV ,k(1 − �V Y )] (15)

Finally, PV ,Y (b, y) and PY ,V (b, y) are given by:

PV ,Y (b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b
ΦB
b,i−1 ⋅ ab,i ⋅ fV ,i ⋅ [1 − Φ

Y
i+1,y−1(V )] (16)

PY ,V (b, y) =
y−1
∑

i=b
ΦB
b,i−1 ⋅ ab,i ⋅ fY ,i ⋅ [1 − Φ

V
i+1,y−1(Y )] (17)

Because case data had information on age and not the exact birth year, we averaged each exposure history probability across401

the two possible birth years given the age and the observation year (for instance, a 10-year-old in 2000 may have been born in402

either 1989 or 1990). Because the probabilities of different infection histories become very similar for cohorts born long403

before the lineages split, we used the probabilities calculated for the birth year 1970 for all previous cohorts to decrease404

computation time.405

Season-specific attack rates406

Let Pinf(b, i, t) be the probability that a previously unexposed person born in year b has been infected with influenza B
after experiencing fraction t ∈ [0, 1] of season i. Assuming a constant instantaneous attack rate �b,i throughout the season,
Pinf(b, i, t) is given by:

Pinf(b, i, t) = 1 − e−�b,it (18)
We let the instantaneous attack rate �b,i be equal to an age-specific baseline multiplied by an intensity score Si representing407

the strength of influenza B circulation in season i relative to other seasons:408

�b,i = − ln[1 − �(b, y)] ⋅ Si, (19)
where �(b, y) takes on value �1, if birth year b corresponds to an age of less than 5 in year y, �2, if the corresponding age
is 6-17, and �3, for ages 18 and older. The probability of infection for an unexposed person born in year b across the entire
season, ab,i, is obtained by substituting �b,i in Eq. [18] and setting t = 1 :

ab,i = 1 − e−�b,i = 1 − [1 − �(b, y)]Si (20)
The definition of �b,i in Eq. (19) was chosen such that for a season with average influenza intensity (Si = 1), the annual409

probability of infection for an unexposed person is equal to �(b, y).410

For the season corresponding to the first year of life (i = b), people are only susceptible to infections during a fraction of411

the season, depending on when they were born and how long they were protected by maternal antibodies. In those cases, we412

defined ab,i as the expected probability of infection across all possible weeks of birth:413

ab,i =
1
Wb

∑

w
1 − e−�b,i�i(b,w+M), for i = b (21)

where �i(b,w) is the fraction of cases in season i observed in or after week w of year b andWb is the number of weeks in414

year b. Because people are assumed to be completely protected against infection by maternal antibodies for the firstM weeks415

following birth, �i was computed for an effective birth week w +M . Based on the fraction of children under the age of 1416

with detectable antibodies to influenza B (Bodewes et al., 2011), we setM to 26 weeks (approximately 6 months). Averaging417

�i(b,w+M) over all possible birth weeks w in year b gives the expected fraction of season i experienced by a person born in418

year b assuming births are distributed uniformly in time. We estimated �i(b,w) by fitting the incomplete beta function to419

the cumulative fraction of cases in the seasons for which we had case data, using R package FlexParamCurve. Following420

Gostic et al. (2016), we truncated season-specific infection probabilities so that they never exceed 0.75 even in years of high421

estimated influenza B intensity.422
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Intensity scores423

We defined the intensity score Si in Eq. (19) as:

Si =
% influenza B in ILI specimens × ILI incidence, for season i

mean [% influenza B in ILI specimens × ILI incidence] across seasons (22)

Annual influenza surveillance reports from New Zealand’s Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR)424

available from 2003 on (Institute of Environmental Science and Research, 2020) give the “isolation” or “detection" rate (the425

number of influenza-positive swabs divided by the number of swabs tested), the percentage of influenza A and B viruses426

among all influenza-positive isolates (both sentinel and non-sentinel), and the estimated number of ILI cases in New Zealand427

for each season. The reports do not directly give the fraction of ILI specimens that were influenza B-positive. Instead, we428

calculated the fraction of ILI isolates that were influenza B-positive in a season by multiplying the fraction of ILI isolates that429

were influenza-positive by the fraction of influenza-positive specimens that were influenza B. For seasons without data on430

the fraction of influenza-positive specimens in ILI specimens (1988 to 2000), without data on the fraction of influenza B431

in influenza-positive specimens (1988-89), or without estimates of the total number of ILI cases (1988-2001), we used the432

average values of those quantities across the remaining seasons. Although reports are not available for 1990-2002, the 2003433

annual report lists the frequency of influenza B in influenza-positive specimens for those seasons.434

The World Health Organization’s FluNet has weekly data on the fraction of ILI specimens that were influenza B-positive435

in Australia from 1997 to the present. However, in data from before 2003, the number of influenza-positive specimens was436

usually the same as the reported number of specimens processed for that week, suggesting strong case ascertainment or437

reporting bias. We thus used data on the percent of influenza-positive ILI cases from 2003 on. Annual influenza reports438

from 1994 to 2010 are available from the Australian government’s Department of Health website (Australian Government439

Department of Health, 2019). They report numbers of influenza A- and B-positive isolates but not the total number of440

specimens tested. Thus, only the fraction of influenza B in influenza isolates (but not in ILI isolates) can be estimated from441

those reports. We therefore used data from the WHO to calculate the fraction of influenza B-positive specimens in ILI442

specimens for 2003-2017. For 1994-2002, we multiplied the fraction of influenza B in influenza-positive specimens for443

each season (from the Department of Health reports) by the average annual fraction of influenza-positive specimens in ILI444

specimens from 2003-2017 (from the WHO data) to arrive at the fraction of influenza B positive ILI specimens. Finally,445

for seasons where data were missing altogether (1988-1993), we used the average annual fraction of influenza B positive446

specimens in ILI specimens for subsequent seasons (1994-2017).447

To estimate ILI incidence in Australia, we used the maximum weekly number of ILI cases per 1000 consultations for each448

season from Department of Health annual and weekly reports (weekly reports are available for years since the last annual449

report in 2010). Different ILI definitions were used from 1994-2003 and from 2004-2010, and starting in 2009 reported450

weekly ILI rates were averaged from multiple branches of the Australian influenza surveillance system. We thus normalized451

values by the average value within each of those periods (1994-2003, 2004-2008 and 2009-18) to arrive at a normalized peak452

number of ILI cases per 1000 consultations in Australia.453

Historical frequencies of influenza B lineages454

To estimate historical frequencies of B/Victoria and B/Yamagata, we downloaded data on lineage and date and country455

of isolation for all influenza B isolates on the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID) website collected456

until 09/30/2018. To complement these data, we searched the NCBI Influenza Virus Database for all protein-coding HA457

sequences of influenza B viruses isolated from humans and excluding laboratory strains (information on passage history458

for GISAID entries was scarce and non-standardized and so we did not filter out laboratory strains from the GISAID data).459

Because lineage information was missing for virtually all sequences retrieved from NCBI, we used BLAST to assign each460

sequence to either B/Victoria or B/Yamagata based on the highest bit score match with reference sequences B/Victoria/2/87461

and B/Yamagata/16/1988.462

We combined data from both databases to estimate the frequency of B/Yamagata and B/Victoria isolates in each season.463

Isolates collected in year y in Europe or North America were assigned to season y − 1∕y, if collected before October, and464

to season y∕y + 1, if collected in October-December. Because most European and North American isolates were collected465

before October of the respective year (median across years = 83% for Gisaid and 82% for NCBI), we assumed isolates with466

missing month of collection in those regions were collected before October (and thus belonged to the season beginning in the467

previous calendar year).468
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Isolates with the same name but reported for different countries or seasons were considered separately. We condensed469

multiple occurrences of the same isolate in the same country and season (within or across datasets) into one, disregarding470

isolates for which different lineages were assigned in different countries/seasons. Using isolates present in both databases,471

we found that our BLAST lineage assignment matched the lineage reported on GISAID in 98% (3,159/3,217) of cases. We472

disregarded isolates for which our BLAST assignment and the reported GISAID assignment disagreed. The final dataset473

consisted of 35,158 isolates, 23 of which (0.07%) were represented more than once (in different countries or seasons). We474

estimated the frequency of a lineage as the number of isolates belonging to that lineage divided by the total number of influenza475

B isolates collected in a season.476

Because all 23 isolates collected in New Zealand and Australia in the 1990s were B/Yamagata (Figure 1-Supplement 2),477

and because previous work suggests B/Victoria circulated only in East Asia during that period (Shaw et al., 2002), we assumed478

the frequency of B/Yamagata in New Zealand and Australia to be 100% from 1988 to 2000, even though no isolates were479

available for several individual years within that range. In 2001 and 2003, when both lineages are known to have been480

circulating in New Zealand and Australia but fewer than 10 isolates were available for the two countries combined in the481

sequence databases, we used frequencies estimated from all other countries combined. Frequencies estimated from all other482

countries combined were strongly correlated with estimates based on isolates from Australia and New Zealand only (Pearson’s483

correlation coefficient = 0.91, 95% CI 0.81-0.96). We also considered using frequencies estimated from isolates collected in484

the United States, which were also correlated with frequencies in Australia and New Zealand (Figure 1-Supplement 2), but485

the correlation was weaker (0.73, 95% CI 0.48-0.88). For the sensitivity analysis of lineage frequencies in the 1990s, we486

re-fitted the model using frequencies from all countries combined for all years from 1988 on in which fewer than 10 isolates487

were available for New Zealand and Australia combined, including years in the 1990s.488

We hoped to use the sequence databases to get more reliable estimates of lineage frequencies in the 1980s than those489

provided by early antigenic characterization (Rota et al., 1990), but fewer than 10 isolates were available for each year before490

1988. To accommodate uncertainty, we grouped infections with B/Victoria and B/Yamagata before 1988 with infections by491

the ancestral influenza B strains circulating before the lineages split.492

We compared our estimates of lineage frequencies based on sequence data to estimates based on antigenic characterization493

of circulating strains from epidemiological surveillance reports (Figure 1-Supplement 2). Surveillance reports from Australia494

are available from the Australian Government’s Department of Health website (Australian Government Department of Health,495

2019). Surveillance reports from New Zealand are available from the website of New Zealand’s Institute of Environmental496

Science and Research (ESR) (Institute of Environmental Science and Research, 2020). Although reports from New Zealand497

are only available from 2003 on, Fig. 27 of the 2012 report shows B/Victoria and B/Yamagata frequencies from 1990 to 2002498

(without reporting the number of isolates used to estimate those frequencies). Annual summaries of influenza surveillance in499

the United States are published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (e.g., Garten et al. (2018)).500

Model validation with independent serological data501

We compared the fraction of children predicted by our model to have been previously infected with B/Victoria, B/Yamagata or502

either lineage with the fraction of children that had detectable antibodies against the corresponding lineage (or any influenza B503

strain) in the Netherlands (Bodewes et al., 2011). Sera from children 0-7 years old collected between February 2006 and June504

2007 were tested using the hemagglutination inhibition assay against a panel of reference B/Victoria and B/Yamagata strains505

as well of strains isolated in the Netherlands during the study period. Sera were considered positive if their hemagglutination506

inhibition titer was ≥ 10 against at least one strain from the corresponding set (all influenza B strains, B/Victoria strains, and507

B/Yamagata strains). We compared these data with predictions under the maximum likelihood-parameter estimates of our508

model fitted to the complete New Zealand data.509

We also used the seroprevalence data to independently estimate the annual probability of infection for preschoolers and510

school-age children, equivalent to the �1 and �2 parameters in our model. Assuming a constant instantaneous attack rate �, an511

individual of age A years is still naive (and therefore seronegative) to influenza B with probability PN (A) given by:512

PN (A) = e−�A (23)
The probability of observing X seronegative individuals in a sample of n individuals of age A can be calculated assuming513

X ∼ Binomial[n, PN (A)], and � thus can be estimated by maximum likelihood. The annual attack rate can then be calculated514

from the instantaneous attack rate � as �Netherlands = 1 − e−� .515
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We make two modifications to Eq. (23) to account for the presence of maternal antibodies early in life and for uncertainty516

in the age of individuals when their serum was collected. First, we assume individuals spend a time m (in units of years)517

fully protected against influenza B due to the presence of maternal antibodies. Consistent with the fraction of children under518

the age of 1 with detectable antibodies to influenza B (Bodewes et al., 2011), we assumed m = 0.5 year. Second, because519

ages were reported at the resolution of one year (e.g. an individual 2.6 years old is reported as being 2 years old), we assume520

individuals with recorded age A were sampled at a randomly distributed time T ∈ [0, 1) during the interval between the ages521

of A and A + 1. Thus, we let PN (A) be given by the expectation over T :522

PN (A) = E[e−�(A+T−m)] = ∫

1

0
e−�(A+t−m)f (t)dt (24)

where f (t) is the probability density function of T . Assuming T is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 (i.e., f (t) = 1), we
have:

PN (A) = ∫

1

0
e−�(A+t−m)dt

= e−�(A−m) ∫

1

0
e−�tdt

= e−�(A−m)
[

−e−�t
�

]

|

|

|

|

1

0

= e−�(A−m)
(1 − e−�)

�
(25)

valid for A > m and � > 0. Letting �1 and �2 be the instantaneous attack rates for preschoolers and school-age children:523

PN (A) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

e−�1(A−m) (1−e
−�1 )
�1

, if A ≤ As

e−�1(As−m)e−�2(A−As) (1−e
−�2 )
�2

, if A > As

(26)

where As is the age at which children start going to school (4 years old in the Netherlands; Government of the Netherlands524

(2020)). Note that for school-age children (the equation for A > As on the bottom) the correction term for uncertainty in525

sampling is not necessary for the time spent in preschool (assumed to be exactly As years), only for the time after preschool526

(A − As).527

Handling cases with missing lineage information528

We assumed cases with missing lineage information in 2002 (n = 61), 2011 (n = 312) and 2019 (n = 206) belonged to529

B/Victoria, since 99% or more of identified cases in those seasons were B/Victoria (86/87 cases in 2002, 276/280 cases in530

2011, 552/552 cases in 2019) as were 94%, 92% and 92% of isolates from sequence databases (for Australia and New Zealand531

combined). We assumed cases with missing lineage information belonged to B/Yamagata in 2013 (n = 37), 2014 (n = 77)532

and 2017 (n = 87), when the majority of identified cases were B/Yamagata (268/272, 131/138 and 473/489, respectively), as533

were 99%, 94% and 84% of isolates in sequence databases. Unidentified cases in other seasons were disregarded because both534

lineages were present at higher frequencies among identified cases. Removing unidentified cases altogether in all seasons led535

to similar parameter estimates.536

Sequence divergence analysis537

To estimate the amount of evolution within and between lineages, we analyzed all complete HA and NA sequences from538

human influenza B isolates available on GISAID in July 2019. The set of isolates used in this analysis differs from the set used539

to estimate lineage frequencies because we required isolates to have complete sequences (although not all sequences listed as540

complete on GISAIDwere in fact complete). Two isolates collected in 2000 (B/Hong Kong/548/2000 and B/Victoria/504/2000)541

were deposited as B/Victoria but our BLAST assignment indicated they were in fact B/Yamagata (their low divergence from542

B/Yamagata strains was a clear outlier). NA sequences from isolates B/Kanagawa/73 and B/Ann Arbor/1994 were only small543

fragments (99 and 100 amino acids long) poorly aligned with other sequences and were thus excluded. We also excluded NA544

sequences from B/Yamagata isolates B/Catalonia/NSVH100773835/2018 and B/Catalonia/NSVH100750997/2018 because545

they were extremely diverged (60% and 38%) from the reference strain B/Yamagata/16/88 and aligned poorly with other546

sequences.547
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To compare sequence diversity within and between lineages over time, we aligned sequences using MAFFT v. 7.310548

(Katoh et al., 2002) and calculated percent amino acid differences in pairs of sequences from the same lineage and in pairs549

with one sequence from each. For each year, we sampled 100 sequences from each lineage (or used all sequences if 100 or550

fewer were available) to limit the number of pairwise calculations. To estimate how much B/Yamagata and B/Victoria evolved551

since the late 1980s, we calculated percent amino acid differences between each B/Yamagata and B/Victoria sequence and the552

corresponding HA and NA sequences of reference strains B/Yamagata/16/88 and B/Victoria/2/87. Unlike in the analysis of553

pairwise divergence within each time point, we used all sequences from each lineage in each year. We excluded sites in which554

one or both sequences had gaps or ambiguous amino acids.555

To compare HA and NA divergence between influenza B lineages with divergence between influenza A subtypes, we556

downloaded complete HA and NA sequences from H3N2 and H1N1 isolated since 1977 and available on GISAID in August557

2019. Homologous sites in the HA of H3N2 and H1N1 are difficult to identify by conventional sequence alignment, and instead558

we used the algorithm by Burke & Smith (Burke and Smith, 2014) implemented on the Influenza Research Database website559

(Influenza Research Database, 2019). Both H3N2 and H1N1 sequences were aligned with the reference H3N2 sequence560

A/Aichi/2/68. We verified that this method matched sites on the stalk and head of the H1N1 HAwith sites on the stalk and head561

of H3N2 HA by comparing the resulting alignment with the alignment in Fig. S2 of Kirkpatrick et al. (2018). To limit the total562

number of influenza A sequences analyzed we randomly selected 100 H3N2 and 100 H1N1 sequences for years in which more563

than 100 sequences were available and used all available sequences for the remaining years. Isolates A/Canterbury/58/2000,564

A/Canterbury/87/2000 and A/Canterbury/55/2000 were excluded because both H1N1-like and H3N2-like sequences were565

available under the same isolate name on GISAID.566

Demographic data567

We obtained annual age distributions for the general population in New Zealand from StatsNZ (StatsNZ, 2019) and in Australia568

from Australian Bureau of Statistics (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2019). When calculating changes in the mean age of the569

population over time, we excluded people over 90 years old, who were pooled together in New Zealand’s demographic tables.570
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Figure 1–Supplement 1. Distribution of medically attended influenza B cases in New Zealand (2001-2019) and Aus-
tralia (2002-2013) by birth year of the patient. The fraction of cases in each birth year was calculated relative to all cases
observed for each lineage (separately by type of surveillance in New Zealand).
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Figure 1–Supplement 2. Comparison of lineage frequency estimates based on sequence data and surveillance reports.
Frequencies are shown by annual influenza seasons, which span multiple calendar years in the United States but are contained
in a single calendar year in Australia and New Zealand (e.g., 2006 refers to the 2006/2007 influenza season in the United
States and to the 2006 season in Australia and New Zealand). Numbers indicate the number of isolates collected in that season
and deposited on GISAID or the NCBI Influenza Virus Database (blue) or tested by surveillance (orange; the total number of
isolates tested was not reported in some of the surveillance reports). Sequence database isolates from Australia and New
Zealand were grouped together to estimate lineage frequencies.
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Figure 1–Supplement 3. Amino acid divergence in the hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) proteins within
and between influenza B lineages. The left panel shows the fraction of amino acid sites that differ between pairs of sequences
in each season (each point is a pair). Up to 500 randomly chosen pairs are shown, while the solid lines represent the annual
average calculated from all pairs given two samples of up to 100 sequences from each lineage (i.e, up to 4,950 pairs). The right
panel shows divergence of strains circulating at different times from reference strains B/Victoria/2/87 and B/Yamagata/16/88.
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Figure 2–Supplement 1. Likelihood profiles for protection parameters estimated from the complete New Zealand
data. The 95% confidence interval based on a likelihood ratio test with one degree of freedom is indicated by the vertical
dashed lines.
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Figure 2–Supplement 2. Observed and predicted distributions of influenza B cases in New Zealand by observation
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omitted to improve visualization.
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Figure 2–Supplement 3. Likelihood profiles for protection parameters estimated from sentinel cases alone. The 95%
confidence interval based on a likelihood ratio test with one degree of freedom is indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 2–Supplement 4. Age distributions predicted by the model fitted to sentinel cases only. Red lines and dots show
the predicted distribution under the model. Vertical bars are 95% bootstrap confidence intervals.
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Figure 2–Supplement 5. Likelihood profiles for protection parameters estimated from birth years starting in 1952
instead of 1959. The 95% confidence interval based on a likelihood ratio test with one degree of freedom is indicated by the
vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 2–Supplement 6. Likelihood profiles for protection parameters estimated from birth years starting in 1966
instead of 1959. The 95% confidence interval based on a likelihood ratio test with one degree of freedom is indicated by the
vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 2–Supplement 7. Likelihood profiles for protection parameters estimated by the model assuming differential
reporting of children under 5. The 95% confidence interval based on a likelihood ratio test with one degree of freedom is
indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 2–Supplement 8. Likelihood profiles for protection parameters estimated from influenza B cases in Australia.
The 95% confidence interval based on a likelihood ratio test with one degree of freedom is indicated by the vertical dashed
lines.
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Figure 2–Supplement 9. Observed and predicted distributions of influenza B cases in Australia by observation year.
Vertical red bars are 95% bootstrap confidence intervals. Season/lineage combinations with fewer than 5 cases were omitted
to improve visualization.
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Figure 2–Supplement 10. Model predictions from the sensitivity analysis of the frequency of B/Yamagata in New
Zealand in the 1990s. Red lines and dots show the predicted distribution under the model. Vertical bars are 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals.
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Figure 3–Supplement 1. Bivariate profiles of age-specific baseline probabilities of infection and protection from
B/Yamagata against B/Victoria.The red circle indicates the maximum likelihood value in the profile. The contour in-
dicates the 95% confidence interval based on a bilinear interpolation of the profiled points.
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Figure 3–Supplement 2. Frequency of past influenza B infections in children predicted by the model compared with
observed seroprevalence in the Netherlands. The fraction of children previously infected with influenza B in the Netherlands
in 2006-2007 was estimated by Bodewes et al. (2011) as the fraction having serum antibodies against at least one influenza
B strain from a panel of viruses (left panel), at least one B/Victoria strain (center panel) or at least one B/Yamagata strain
(right panel). Bars show 95% binomial confidence intervals. Fractions for Australia and New Zealand were generated
independently from the seroprevalence data by fitting a statistical model to medically attended influenza B infections. For the
model predictions, binomial confidence intervals assume a sample size equal to the number of children with the corresponding
age in the seroprelavence data.
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Figure 3–Supplement 3. Amino acid divergence in the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase surface proteins between
influenza A subtypes and between influenza B lineages. Divergence in hemagglutinin is shown separately for the antigeni-
cally variable head region (left) and the more conserved stalk region (center). Each point represents a pair of strains isolated
in the same year and deposited on GISAID. When more than 100 isolates from a subtype or lineage were isolated in a single
year, we used a random sample of 100 isolates, resulting in up to 4,950 pairs of each kind in each year. Up to 500 randomly
chosen pairs are shown for each year. Average divergence values reported in the main text are based on the full set of pairs
given the randomly sampled sequences.
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